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Abstract
Texts in translation are often a part of the teacher of literature’s curriculum.
However, few teachers acknowledge the complications of reading a text in a language
different from the text’s original. This essay provides an account of the intricacies of a
text in translation that impact both a teacher’s instruction of it and its analysis by
students. The essay is divided into two main sections: Selection and Teaching of Texts in
Translation: Linguistic Considerations and Selection and Teaching of Texts in
Translation: The Publisher’s Role in the Translation Process. Subcategories within each
of these two sections will provide specific examples of smaller facets of these categories.
To do so, three translations of Franz Kafka’s The Metamorphosis are explored against the
original German. In this way, the teacher of literature can see first-hand how the
complexities of translation apply to a text that is commonly taught and will be provided
with specific pedagogical opportunities regarding that text.

ii
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Introduction
An arduous and complex process, translating has many facets that the translator
must take into account. Consider an excerpt from a German children’s song as published
by Labbé on their website: “Es war eine Mutter, die hatte vier Kinder/den Frühling, den
Sommer, den Herbst, und den Winter/Der Frühling bringt Blümen, der Sommer den
Klee/der Herbst, der bringt Trauben, der Winter den Schnee” (1). Literally, this
translates to: It was a Mother, that had four kids/the spring, the summer, the fall, and the
winter/The spring brings flowers, the summer the clover/the fall, he brings grapes, the
winter the snow. The original German is melodic and flowing, while the translation, at
least the literal translation, of the song into English becomes choppy and awkward when
sung to the same melody. No longer is there the same rhyme and flow (in German, Klee
and Schnee rhyme). The meaning is still the same, but something is lost in the process.
Strictly literal translations pose challenges because one would not translate most things
from one language to another word for word. In fact, doing so could yield an unnatural
and almost humorous result as J.M. Coetzee describes in his novel Shifting Shores while
referencing translations of Kafka: “Sometimes fidelity to Kafka’s word order becomes
mechanical and yields what sounds like a parody of German” (85). Thus, in order to
keep the same rhyme and flow, a translator might make choices that don’t necessarily
match the original in the literal sense, but, through the choice of other words that convey
about the same meaning, might be able to capture the same overall concept and regain
some of the rhyme and flow.
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A translator of a literary work faces a doubly challenging process as readers come
to expect a word for word translation not understanding that the same concept of
translating a song or oral translation applies to a literary work. A word for word
translation could actually disrupt the flow of the text because the reader would likely be
distracted by the choppy and awkward language. A business translator, by contrast, is
expected to maintain the fidelity of original work, but the business translator does not
need to be as concerned about flow or style as the literary translator. Thus, the literary
translator, in an effort to maintain the flow and style of the original text, may have to
stray more from a word for word translation than a business translator would. It is
because of the necessity to make these changes that the teacher of a translated text needs
to both be aware of the many factors influencing the work of the literary translator and
needs to acknowledge the hand of the translator in the text.
Consider an example from the Vulgate translation of the Bible in which the
translator plays a significant role in how Moses is perceived because of his (the
translator’s) translation choice. The translation of Exodus 34:29-35 revolves around the
interpretation of the word qāran: “While from the early Christian centuries to the present
some have translated qāran as ‘became horned,’ most have insisted that the verb really
means ‘was glorified’ or ‘shone,’” (Propp 375). The ambiguity surrounding the meaning,
interpretation of, and context of the word qāran gives rise to more than one possible
meaning, and, thus, more than one possible interpretation by the translator. The reading
of the passage is also complicated by the distance of time because, as Propp suggests in
his essay “The Skin of Moses’ Face—Transfigured or Disfigured?”, the
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horned image of Moses might not have been intended to be taken literally at all: “This
interpretation was popularized by the Vg1; and, while Jerome [the translator] understood
‘horned’ to refer to the power to resist sin, his translation was often taken literally in the
Middle Ages, and hence the emergence of the artistic motif of the horned Moses in
medieval Britain” (382). Though neither translation of the word is wrong per se, the
translation of qāran as horned, combined with the belief that the translator was not
referring to the power to resist sin and Moses was in fact horned, produces a vastly
different image of Moses descending the Mount, which has, in effect, influenced artistic
renderings and biblical interpretations surrounding this passage.
So, which translation choice is right? They both are. That is the peril of
translating a literary text. Both interpretations produce a translation that takes into
account literal translations of the word as well as the context of the word, and the
translator, to the best of his ability, translated the phrase accordingly. Thus, neither is
faulty. As a teacher of literature, discrepancies between translations, similar to the
translation choices described above, present a problem because texts in translation are
often part of the curriculum. The ability to sift through different translations of a text in
order to find the most accurate, yet most teachable text is a skill all teachers of texts in
translation should possess. Teachers should also be aware of the potential complications
of teaching these texts as well as the pedagogical opportunities they afford.
In order to do so, the teacher must first be aware of the perils of translating a text
as well as the possible impact of different translations, both at the linguistic level and at

1

Vulgate. i.e. Latin translation (from Hebrew and Aramaic) of the Bible by Jerome
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the level of construction (the publisher’s choices in forewords, afterwords, and cover art),
on the students’ interpretations of the text. In order to take a closer look at these issues in
translation, this paper examines three different English translations of The
Metamorphosis that were published several decades apart: Willa and Edwin Muir (1946),
Stanley Corngold (1996), and Susan Bernofsky (2014). In addition, one copy of the text
in its original German, as published in Die Erzählungen, will also be examined in order
better analyze translation choices, possible analyses, and to present pedagogical
opportunities to the teacher of literature. The paper will also be divided into two
sections: Selection and Teaching of Texts in Translation: Linguistic Considerations and
Selection and Teaching of Texts in Translation: The Publisher’s Role in the Translation
Process. Within these sections will be subcategories further exploring smaller facets of
each section, which will also provide pedagogical opportunities regarding The
Metamorphosis.
Selection and Teaching of Texts in Translation: Linguistic Considerations
I. Translation Choices and Their Potential Impact on Analysis
i.

Necessity of Translation Choices

When teaching a text in translation, a teacher must consider why and how
translators make specific choices that might vary from translator to translator. Often
times, translators run into problems when there is no word or phrase that is equivalent in
the new language, so the translator must find one that best matches the meaning in the
original language. Consider the commentary on section 1 of the American Translator’s
Code of Ethics as found on their website: “At the simplest level, a proficient translator or
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interpreter faced with an expression like ‘blind as a bat’ will use an idiom that conveys
the same meaning, register, and impact rather than render it word-for-word” (1). Because
different languages have different idioms and expressions, it would be faulty translating
to render a literal translation. A reader in another country would most likely
misunderstand the idiom “blind as a bat” and, thus, a more culturally appropriate idiom
that renders the same meaning should be selected. There will, of course be discrepancies
between translators as all will likely not pick the same expression to render the same
meaning, but this does not mean one translation is better than another. It does, however,
mean that a teacher should look at multiple translations of the same text in order to
compare and make sure one translator isn’t interpreting a phrase or section completely
different than the other translators. If a certain interpretation is vastly different versus
having a few discrepancies, it is likely the translation may be faulty and the teacher
should forgo using it.
ii. Separation Between the Writer and Translator in Time and Space.
The literary translator does not have the benefit of tone, facial expression, or
complete context of the situation as an oral interpreter sitting face to face with the
speaker would. The translator, without these benefits, is forced to infer what the writer
means from a vastly smaller set of data points, which are limited to some information the
translator may know about the author, time period, and what lies in the text. Allison
Beeby Lonsdale describes the complication of the translation of a literary text versus oral
interpretation in the chapter “Translating (Process)”:
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[T]he interpreter participates in the same communicative context both
physically and temporally, whereas the translator is separated from the
transmitter and the receiver by both time and space. This distance of time
and space makes it more difficult to integrate linguistic and extralinguistic
information and transmit the message accurately. (44)
The literary translator’s job is thus complicated by distance, forcing the translator to
make educated guesses as to how each word should be translated. As a result,
discrepancies exist between translations of the same text as different translators translate
pieces of text slightly differently.
Also causing discrepancies are the connotations of words and phrases in the
original language. J.M. Coetzee describes the impossibility of translating certain phrases
from German into English in Stranger Shores: “To capture in single English synonyms
all the connotations of these rich words is a hopeless task” (83). Thus the literary
translator has to not only infer the original connotation, which is complicated by being
separated by the author, the translator must also try to find words he or she thinks have
the potential to match the original connotation of the text. Thus, because of the
translator’s hand in the text, any analysis of a translation will be heavily impacted by its
translator. Putting different translations of a text side by side serves as a teachable
moment for students because it shows students concrete evidence of the translator’s
impact on analysis. They can see how each translation varies from translator to
translator. Because of a translator’s influence on a text, it is crucial that his or her
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specific impact on framing a translation is analyzed along with an analysis of the text
itself.
iii. Translation Choices Resulting in Discrepancies that Have the
Potential to Impact Analysis in The Metamorphosis
The sounds coming out of Gregor’s mouth as he is talking to his mother have
been translated significantly differently by the Muirs, Bernofsky, and Corngold. Though
none of these translations are wrong, these translators have had to make specific
translation choices, as is a necessity in translating, that have the potential to sway the
reader’s analysis of the text. The Muir and Corngold translations both separate Gregor
from the sound, suggesting a separation between Gregor and his new form. Bernofsky’s
translation choice, on the other hand, connects him to the sound, suggesting a more
complete transformation (bold added):

Original German (from Die Erzählungen): “Gregor erschrak, als er seine antwortende
Stimme hörte, die wohl unverkennbar seine frühere war, in die sich aber, wie von unten
her, ein nicht zu unterdrückendes, schmerzliches Piepsen mischte” (99).

Muir Translation: “Gregor had a shock as he heard his own voice answering hers,
unmistakably his own voice, it was true, but with persistent horrible twittering squeak
behind it like an undertone” (13).
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Corngold Translation: “Gregor was shocked to hear his own voice answering,
unmistakably his own voice, true, but in which, as if from below, an insistent distressed
chirping intruded” (5).

Bernofsky Translation: “Gregor flinched when he heard his own in response: it was
unmistakably his old voice, but now had been infiltrated as if from below by a tortured
peeping sound that it was impossible to suppress” (26).

“Ein nicht zu unterdrückendes, schmerzliches Piepsen mischte” literally translates
to “a not to be suppressed, painful cheep”. Schmerz (schmerzliches) is generally
understood to be a description of pain, yet none of the translators use the word pain or
painful to describe the sound coming out of Gregor. Friedrich Kluge outlines the
etymology of the root word schmerz in his etymological dictionary: “Schmerz. m.
‘pain,’…allied to OHG. smërzan, vb., MidHG. Smërzen, ‘to smart pain,’…E. smart, vb.
And subst. MidE. Smerte, E. smart, adj., make it probable that the cognates are related to
Lat….’to bite,’ Gr….’horrible’” (315). Applying the etymology of the word schmerz to
the Muirs’ translation of schmerzliches into horrible, shows the connection between the
two words, but horrible does not necessarily evoke the idea of Gregor undergoing
physical pain in the same way schmerzliches does in the original German. In addition,
the Muirs translate the passage in such a way that ignores the concept of a sound that
cannot be suppressed. Instead, they label it as a “persistent horrible twittering squeak”.
If the “twittering squeak” is simply translated as persistent, it has the potential to keep
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Gregor separate from the sound itself because though the sound keeps happening, there is
nothing that connects him to it as the word schmerz (pain) and the act of suppression does
in the original German.
Similarly, with Corngold’s translation choices, he forgoes the idea of suppression
and translates the phrase as “an insistent distressed chirping”. The word insistent, like
Muirs’ choice of persistent, conveys a sound that keeps happening, but still does not
necessarily connect Gregor to the sound. The Muirs and Corngold forgoing the idea of
Gregor trying to suppress a painful sound and substituting a persistent or insistent sound
in its place leaves open the possibility for a reader to analyze Gregor’s transformation as
incomplete in a way that is not present in the original German. The sense of pain in the
sound and the desire to suppress it (in the original German) connects Gregor more fully
to his new form. It actively involves Gregor in a battle between himself and his new
form that is not present in the Muir and Corngold translations.
Only through Bernofsky’s translation choices can it be assumed that Gregor is
the one who is in a tremendous amount of pain, but it is not from her choice of the word
tortured to replace the word schmerzliches. Instead, the physical connection of pain is
made when she says the “tortured peeping” is impossible to suppress. The transformation
in Bernofsky’s translation, then, has more completely taken over Gregor’s body because
it suggests a painful, tortured fight between Gregor and his new form. Thus, the Gregor
in Bernofsky’s translation is physically connected to the sounds coming out of himself in
a way that is not present in the Muir and Corngold translations. The translation choices
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in this passage, then, have the potential to sway a reader’s analysis of Gregor’s
transformation.
Comparing these passages from the three translations with students provides an
excellent way to analyze how each of the translator’s choices impact how Gregor’s
transformation is perceived. In the interest of a deeper analysis, the teacher could have
students do a close reading of other sections of the text in which Gregor is dealing with or
exploring his new body to see if there is a pattern within the translation choices with
regards to Gregor’s transformation. In other words, does the translator continually
translate Gregor’s actions in a way that points to a separation between Gregor and his
new form or is this specific section an isolated translation choice? Exploring this
question not only provides the opportunity for a closer analysis but also shows how the
translator, through his or her translation choices, can sway the reader to analyze a text in
a certain way.
II. Ambiguity of Language and Translation Choices
Another linguistic consideration regarding a text in translation that a teacher
needs to be aware of has to do more with teaching a text in translation than selecting the
text itself, and this is the ambiguity of words. Ambiguity of meaning in phrases and
words give rise to different paths of analysis while also giving authors the opportunity to
write something with a double meaning. The German language, for example, is notorious
for its ambiguity with phrases having double meanings, the same word having more than
one definition, and the possibility of a word becoming vulgar depending on how it’s used.
Consider the German word der Prozess as an example. This one word has at least two
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different definitions (more if you consider the different variations): Process and trial (in
the legal sense). These definitions become complicated, however, in the translation
process, as there is not one word in English that encompasses the same two definitions.
So, in effect, when this word is translated, its ambiguity is lost, leaving the English reader
at the mercy of the translator’s choice in his or her definition. While this may,
admittedly, not have a great impact in the use of this particular word in a sentence, when
it is used as a title, it has an enormous impact on the reader’s interpretation of the text.
Consider Franz Kafka’s novel The Trial. The title in the original German was der
Prozess. Though the word has a double meaning of process and trial, the reader is only
exposed to the word trial when reading the English version. As a result, that is how the
book has been analyzed: Josef K. is going through a legal trial. But what if Josef K. was
going through a process instead? Suddenly, the reader is less likely to interpret the
happenings of the book as legal proceedings and is more likely to look at what Josef K.
might be going through physically, mentally, and emotionally and to consider what
process he might be going through as a result.
With the title The Trial, often times readers and scholars get stuck on the word
because it is clear-cut and has certain connotations with it. A title of The Process would
be much more ambiguous and, as a result, lend itself to a deeper level of analysis. That
being said, because there is no equally ambiguous word in English (meaning both process
and trial), the translator is forced to make a choice of one or the other. Though the choice
of The Process as a title would have given rise to different analyses, the choice of The
Trial is not wrong. The teacher, then, needs to be aware of the impact of a translator’s
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choice on the analysis of a text, and it would be instructionally beneficial, especially at a
higher level, for the teacher to have students close read a passage of one translation and
then, once completed, have them look at another translation of the same passage and
analyze how the differences have the potential to impact their interpretations. It would be
instructionally negligent to ignore this fundamental complication of translation in the
teaching of a text in translation. The ambiguity of words is less of a problem and more of
an opportunity for a teachable moment.
i. Ambiguity of Language as Applied to The Metamorphosis
Perhaps the widest discrepancy between translations of The Metamorphosis that
results from ambiguous language is the way the translator chooses to translate the
opening lines. The original German for what Gregor is transformed into is ambiguous
and has no equivalent in English. Therefore, translators are forced to pick an English
word that they think would fit given the context. Complicating this further, however, is
the ambiguity of the word Ungeziefer (what Gregor is transformed into) in its original
German. There is not one word that fits the definition even in its original German.
According to Friedrich Kluge’s book Etymological Dictionary of the German Language
published in 1891, Ungeziefer can be defined as follows:
Ungeziefer, n., ‘vermin,’ from the equiv. late MidHG. ungezibere,
unziver, n. ; properly ‘unclean beast not suited for sacrifice.’ It is based,
in fact, on OHG. zëbar, ‘beast of offering,’ which is connected with the
equiv. AS tifer. The terms borrowed in Rom., OFr. toivre,
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‘cattle,’ Portug. zebro, ‘ox, cow,’ prove that zëbar was applied to large
animals, and that the word was widely diffused in OTent. (372)
The word Ungeziefer can, thus, mean a variety of things, ranging from vermin to a large
animal “not suited for sacrifice”. As a result, translators have been forced to make the
word unambiguous by first deciding what exactly it is Gregor is transformed into. Most
have done this by trying to sort through Gregor’s appearance as Vladimir Nabokov does
in his lecture on The Metamorphosis published in Lectures on Literature where based on
Gregor’s appearance, Nabokov thinks Gregor transforms into a beetle:
Next question: what insect? Commentators say cockroach, which of
course does not make sense. A cockroach is an insect that is flat in shape
with large legs, and Gregor is anything but flat: he is convex on both sides,
belly and back, and his legs are small…a hard rounded
back suggestive of wing cases. In beetles these cases conceal flimsy little
wings. (258-259).
The translation of beetle, and insect for that matter, do not, then, stem from the word
Ungeziefer but instead from the way Gregor is described. The choice to classify Gregor
based on his appearance, though perhaps necessary, does not match the original
ambiguity of the word. In fact, if Kafka would have wanted to describe Gregor as an
insect or a beetle, he probably would have chosen the German word Insekt (literally
translates to insect) or the German word Käfer (literally translates to beetle). The
ambiguity of Ungeziefer combined with the literal translation of Gregor’s appearance,
has led Gregor to be transformed into many different things, which makes the opening
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lines an ideal passage for the teacher to explore with his or her students. Starting with an
analysis of specific translation choices, students should seek to understand why each
translator chose to translate Gregor into each specific form. First, the passages must be
compared and then research should be done to find out why each translator made the
choice he or she did. At a higher level, the teacher may have students research the
information, but lower levels would need significantly more scaffolding. In other words,
their research would have to be very guided. The teacher could even decide, in the
instance of a lower level classroom, to forgo the research altogether and simply provide
students with the information. Though the element of research is lost, the teacher still has
ample opportunity to provide students with opportunities for analysis and Socratic
discussion surrounding the translators’ choices. Consider different variations between
the Muirs, Corngold, and Bernofsky in the opening passage of The Metamorphosis (bold
added):

Original German (from Die Erzählungen): “ [F]and er sich in seinem Bett zu einem
ungeheueren Ungeziefer verwandelt” (96).

Muir Translation: “[H]e found himself transformed in his bed into a gigantic insect” (7).

Corngold Translation: “[H]e found himself changed in his bed into a monstrous vermin”
(3).
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Bernofsky Translation: “[H]e found himself transformed right there in his bed into some
sort of monstrous insect” (21).

The original German word “ungeheueren” literally translates into enormous, formidable,
or monstrous, so each of the translator’s choices (Muir/gigantic, Corngold/monstrous,
and Bernofsky/monstrous) would fit well within that definition. The variations in this
word, though present, are not significant enough to alter the meaning or analysis of the
phrase because, though the words are different, they convey the same idea. Where the
translation gets more complicated, however, is in the translation of the word
“Ungeziefer” from German to English because, as previously described, Ungeziefer has a
rather ambiguous meaning. As a result, the Muir and Bernofsky translation of
Ungeziefer into insect is correct but so is Corngold’s translation of Ungeziefer into
vermin. It’s with this word that the teacher should begin analysis with his or her students
because it is this word that has caused vast confusion as to what exactly Gregor is.
The Muir translation is the most straightforward because though we don’t know
what kind of insect Gregor is transformed into, we know that he is definitely an insect.
Likewise, Bernofsky’s translation maintains the certainty that Gregor is transformed into
an insect, but she tries to maintain some of the original’s ambiguity by inserting “some
sort” in front of the word insect. Corngold’s translation is the most ambiguous of the
three because he describes Gregor being transformed into a vermin, which opens up a
plethora of other things that could be classified as vermin that Gregor could have been
transformed into.
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ii. Background Information Regarding the Choices of Bernofsky and
Corngold That Can Be Provided to or Researched by Students
Bernofsky explains her translation of this passage in her afterword to her
translation of The Metamorphosis. She acknowledges the challenge of the translator
when translating “ungeheueres Ungeziefer” but systematically breaks down the roots and
history of the word to justify her translation:
An ungezibere, then, is an unclean animal unfit for sacrifice, and
Ungeziefer describes the class of nasty creepy-crawly things. The word in
German suggests primarily six-legged critters, though it otherwise
resembles the English word ‘vermin’ (which refers primarily to
rodents)…In my translation, Gregor is transformed into ‘some sort of
monstrous insect’ with ‘some sort of’ added to blur the borders of the
somewhat too specific ‘insect’. (121-122)
Here, Bernofsky specifically addresses vermin as an alternative to translating the phrase
but explains that since vermin usually refers to rodents, that translation would not fit the
story. In the process, she points out a perceived flaw in Corngold’s translation of the
phrase, as he translates the phrase into vermin rather than insect. She maintains that
through the addition of “some sort” in front of insect that she translates Kafka’s intended
ambiguity in a way that better fits the story than Corngold’s ambiguous “vermin”.
Corngold discusses his choice of vermin, in his essay “Kafka’s The
Metamorphosis: Metamorphosis of the Metaphor” published in the Norton Critical
Edition of The Metamorphosis, along with the concept of metaphor within Kafka’s
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writing. Interestingly enough, he does not defend his choice of vermin, but, instead,
relays that it (along with the word bug) does not express the same meaning as Ungeziefer
in the original German:
The distortion of the metaphor in The Metamorphosis is inspired by a
radical aesthetic intention, which proceeds by destruction and results in
creation—of a monster, virtually nameless, existing as an opaque
sign…The exact sense of his intention is captured in the Ungeziefer, a
word that cannot be expressed by the English words ‘bug’ or ‘vermin’.
(87)
Corngold’s assertion that The Metamorphosis is inspired by a radical aesthetic intention
complicates the idea of what Gregor transforms into as being relevant at all. It is instead,
as he suggests, a distorted metaphor. With this viewpoint, Corngold’s choice of vermin
over insect or bug makes more sense because it is more ambiguous and “opaque”, which,
though he does not believe represents Ungeziefer perfectly, does remain truer to his
interpretation of Kafka’s intent. If his intent is a distorted metaphor, then vermin
encompasses that better than the more specific insect or bug.
Analyzing the translator’s choices regarding what they feel the author’s intent is
(specifically, Bernofsky’s and Corngold’s choices) exposes students to the ways a
translator can shape a text and provides more reasoning as to why there are discrepancies
between translations. Bernofsky’s translation, for example, focuses on trying to match
Kafka’s intent in the literal sense: She tries to find the closest English equivalent to the
phrase ungeheueres Ungeziefer as possible. In which case, her translation choices are
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justified and well-chosen. Corngold, on the other hand, tries to encompass Kafka’s intent
in the figurative sense. In other words, he tries to convey the same ideas as Kafka, which
may or may not be a literal translation of the words. Corngold gives himself more liberty
than Bernofsky because of this. Though neither translator is wrong, each of their takes
on translating the text lends itself to nuances and discrepancies that impact the reader’s
reading and analysis of the text, which turns these discrepancies into teachable moments.
Students can analyze why a translator chose to translate a passage or word, such as
Ungeziefer, the way he or she did and whether or not the translator might be using a
literal or more figurative strategy regarding translation. This provides students with an
excellent opportunity for a Socratic discussion or even a debate. The teacher should also
provide specific examples of scholars whose analyses of the text were swayed by their
reading of a specific translation. Doing so not only shows the impact of the translator on
analysis, but it also shows the necessity of research and exploration of a vast array of
material before making an argument.
iii. Pedagogical Opportunity Regarding the Importance of Looking at
More Than One Translation of a Text.
As a way to show how a scholar’s analysis can be impacted based off of an
analysis of only one translation, the teacher could provide students with an example of a
scholar who is only looking at Corngold’s translation of the text. This scholar would be
more likely to be drawn to the ambiguity surrounding Gregor’s transformation as Kevin
W. Sweeney is in his essay “’You’re nobody ‘til somebody loves you’: Communication
and the Social Destruction of Subjectivity in Kafka’s Metamorphosis”. Throughout his
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essay, Sweeney’s argument centers around the ambiguity of Kafka’s language citing both
Corngold and a quote from Kafka himself to defend his argument. However, Corngold’s
translation is the only translation cited in the bibliography, so it is likely that Sweeney
was either biased by Corngold’s translation or that he selected a specific translation of the
text to get across his point:
While the expression that Corngold has translated as ‘monstrous vermin’
establishes an ambiguity about the biological nature of Gregor’s
transformation, there is still the deep-seated sense that Gregor is now an
un-natural being, a corrupted being outside the ordinary classification of
life forms, cut off from any biological
connection to the family, or at least his continuing status as a family
member is in jeopardy. (96)
Sweeney relies on the ambiguity of monstrous vermin in Corngold’s translation and
makes it the foundation of his argument. Had he chosen to look at or reference the Muir
or Bernofsky translation, he would not have been able to make the same argument
because their translations are much less ambiguous. In fact, he clings to the idea of
ambiguity so closely, that he convinces himself that it is ambiguity Kafka desires when
he (Kafka) implores that there be no insect on the cover of The Metamorphosis: “It struck
me that Starke, as an illustrator, might want to draw the insect itself. Not that, please not
that! I do not want to restrict him, but only to make this plea out of my deepest
knowledge of the story. The insect cannot be depicted. It cannot even be shown from a
distance” (97). Sweeney interprets this literally, that the insect simply cannot be depicted
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because it is not able to be, instead of as a possible plea in which Kafka tries to
emphasize that what Gregor transforms into shouldn’t be the focus of the story. In fact,
in the original German, as can be found in the Universität Wien’s collection of Franz
Kafka’s diaries, Kafka’s October 25th 1915 entry uses the far less ambiguous word of
“Insekt” or insect (in English) to describe what Gregor transforms into (bold added): “Es
ist mir nämlich, da Starke doch tatsächlich illustriert, eingefallen, er könnte etwa das
Insekt selbst zeichnen wollen.” Though Kafka describes Gregor’s transformation as
something different in the book, his later reference to the same transformation as a
transformation into an insect challenges Sweeney’s argument that what Kafka intended
was ambiguity. If Kafka wanted Gregor’s transformation to remain ambiguous, it’s
strange that he would call it an Insekt rather than an Ungeziefer in a later diary entry,
which thus provides a flaw to Sweeney’s argument. This provides an excellent
opportunity to teach students about the importance of looking at more than one
translation of a text or passage in order to perform a concrete analysis because simply
pulling Kafka’s diary entry or the Muir or Bernofsky translation immediately pokes holes
in Sweeney’s argument. In order to provide a convincing argument, Sweeney should
have done his own analysis of the word Ungeziefer instead of relying on a translator to
make the correct decision because Bernofsky and the Muirs made different ones. He
would need to prove Corngold correct before using his translation choice to defend an
argument.
IV. Choosing a Text: Levels of Domestication and the Teacher’s Potential
Audience
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When selecting a translated text, the teacher should also be aware of his or her
particular instructional audience. In other words, the teacher needs to know who his or
her students are. Based on age and the difficulty of the subject matter, a teacher may
choose to teach a more domesticated version of the text in order to foster student
understanding. The level of domestication will depend on the translator, as it too has to
do with a translator’s choice and interpretation of a text. In the process of domestication,
the translator will make a text less foreign to the audience by substituting more familiar
words and phrases to the audience into the text, which localizes the language for the
intended audience. As an example, the Muirs are often accused of “over-domesticating”
the text by making it sound “overly” British. Woods describes a specific scenario where
the Muirs inserted British words and phrases into the translation: “What stands out
immediately is Muir’s translation of ‘Türvorhang’ [door curtain] as ‘Venetian
Blind’…which seems to particularly date the translation in the new domestic fashion of
the Venetian blind in the late 1950s and 1960s, which is a liberal translation of curtains
hanging on a door” (60). Instead of translating Türvorhang literally into door curtain, the
Muirs chose a word that their readership would be familiar with, Venetian blind.
Therefore, the domestication of the word is good in the sense that the readers can picture
something concrete and familiar instead of something foreign and ambiguous to their
readership, which would be beneficial for teaching the text at a lower level. The
familiarity of the language would allow for a smoother analysis. However, the Muirs, in
the process, have strayed from the meaning of the original text in order to make it more
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domestic where another translator might have been much more literal and kept the
translation to door curtain. These discrepancies could, also, depending on the context,
have the potential to impact the scholarship around and the interpretation of a text. As a
result, one group of students reading a more domesticated version of the text might
develop a different interpretation of a passage than students reading a less domesticated
version.
i. Domestication and the Potential Audience in The Metamorphosis
In order to provide a concrete example, domestication will be examined as it
applies to the Muir, Bernofsky, and Corngold translations of Franz Kafka’s The
Metamorphosis. When reading the Muirs’ translation, the reader can pick up the subtle
nuances of British English in their translation of The Metamorphosis, which, as an
American reading the text are much more apparent, while Corngold domesticates into
American English, and Bernofsky stays much closer to a literal translation of the text and
has minimal domestication (bold added):

Original German (from Die Erzählungen): “Und selbst wenn er den Zug einholte, ein
Donnerwetter des Chefs war nicht zu vermeiden” (98)

Muir Translation: “And even if he did catch the train he wouldn’t avoid a row with the
chief” (11),
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Corngold Translation: “And even if he did make the train, he could not avoid getting it
from the boss” (4).

Bernofsky Translation: “And even if he managed to catch this train, his boss was certain
to unleash a thunderstorm of invective upon his head” (25).

Here, the bolded original German literally translates to a “thunderstorm of the chief”.
The Muirs domesticate the phrase for their British audience by replacing the word
thunderstorm with row, while Corngold domesticates the text for his American audience
by replacing thunderstorm with “getting it” and chief with boss. Bernofsky does
substitute the word boss for chief here, but she is the only translator who incorporated the
word thunderstorm into the translation of the phrase. As can be seen, none of these
translators translated the text in the same way, and Bernofsky and Corngold are both
American translators. It is critical, then, for teachers to look at different translations and
to assess the impact of each translation on their targeted student audience.
The Muirs’ translation of “row with the chief” works to convey the violence that
Kafka may have implied with thunderstorm from the chief as thunder conveys a storm of
emotion. However, the phrase may seem awkward to an American audience, who may
not be familiar with the emotions, images, or implications of someone getting in a “row”
with their boss. Corngold ignores Kafka’s use of thunderstorm altogether and simplifies
the text to “getting it from the boss”. This translation works in the sense that it also gets
across a disagreement with the boss, but is perhaps lacking in the same intensity
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conveyed by the original. The familiar term of “getting it”, however, works to make the
text more accessible to an American audience who may not have scholarly background.
They can read it and instantly understand, where Bernofsky’s translation of “a
thunderstorm of invective on his head” would, perhaps, be above the level of your
average American reader. Bernofsky’s use of thunderstorm of invective does, however,
carry over some of the same intensity of the original language, which, perhaps, makes it
more true to the original.
Consider another example of the translators applying different levels of
domestication in The Metamorphosis (bold added):

Original German (from Die Erzählungen): “Wenn ich zum Beispiel im Laufe des
Vormittags ins Gasthaus zürckgehe, um die erlangten Aufträge zu überschrieben…Das
sollte ich bei meinem Chef versuchen; ich würde auf der Stelle hinausfliegen” (97).

Muir Translation: “For instance, when I come back to the hotel of a morning to write up
the orders I’ve got…Let me just try that with my Chief; I’d be sacked on the spot” (9).

Corngold Translation: “For instance, when I go back to the hotel before lunch to write up
the business I’ve done…That’s all I’d have to try with my boss; I’d be fired on the spot”
(4).
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Bernofsky Translation: “When I go back to the boardinghouse, for example, to copy the
morning’s commissions…I’d like to see my boss’s face if I tried that some time; he’d can
me on the spot” (23).

“Auf der Stelle hinausfliegen” literally translates to “I would fly out on the spot”.
Clearly, then, this is an example of a German saying or idiom that is not familiar to
American or British readers. Thus, the English translators have had to find phrases that
mean approximately the same thing, which is, again, a necessity of translating a text. As
a result, all three translators have translated the phrase differently to cater to their
different audiences. The Muirs’ translation, again, works to appeal more to a British
audience as “sacked” is not a commonly used phrase in America. Corngold, once again,
selects a common phraseology, which both lower and higher level readers would be
familiar with. There is not one American who would not know what the term “fired on
the spot” means. Bernofsky, on the other hand, uses “can me on the spot”, which is a not
unknown, but certainly less used phrase than Corngold’s “fired on the spot”. Bernofsky’s
choice of “can”, then, works to distance the reader from the text because it is less familiar
and more foreign. In turn, this foreignization makes the text less “comfortable” for the
average reader and works to limit her potential readership.
ii. Teacher Considerations Regarding the Levels of Domestication in
The Metamorphosis
The teacher’s analysis of these three texts and their levels of domestication can,
therefore, probably start with the elimination of the Muir text if the targeted student
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audience is American because the Muirs tend to domesticate the text for a British
audience. American students, then, would likely not receive the Muir text as well as the
Bernofsky or Corngold translations as students would automatically feel a separation
from the language of the text. The level of domestication in the Corngold text would
likely make it a more comfortable fit in a high school classroom or introductory college
course because Corngold makes the language more familiar to the American audience by
using less complicated terminology. Though readers of the Corngold translation are
reading a text that is more domesticated, the less complicated terminology makes the text
appeal to a wider audience and makes the text more accessible in a lower level classroom.
Yes, students have the potential to lose some of the benefits of a more literal (less
domesticated) translation of the text, which could sway their interpretation of it slightly,
but Corngold still encompasses the same meaning in his language. Though it may be
more simplified, it is still conveying the same, or relatively the same, thing. Students
benefit from being exposed to a complicated text without having to hurdle through
language obstacles that might hinder their ability to deeply analyze the text such as the
Muirs’ version with British terminology and the American, yet more complicated,
Bernofsky translation. Bernofsky’s translation, then, may be more enjoyable to scholars
and academics in a higher level institution because though it is domesticated, it is not
overly simplified. The translation would be closer to the original in the literal sense,
which could open the text up to a deeper textual analysis that readers of the Corngold
translation could miss out on.
Teaching of Texts in Translation: The Publisher’s Role in the Translation Process
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Another critical aspect of a translated text that a teacher should teach is the
influence of the publisher on the translators themselves as well as the publisher’s
influence on how the text is presented to the audience. Gordon B. Neavill describes the
critical and influential role publishers have in the spread of knowledge and specifically
breaks down the different ways they influence readership in his article “Role of the
Publisher in the Dissemination of Knowledge”: “The publisher has three basic functions
in this process: he decides, by assessing both the needs of the consumers and the works
which have been produced, what he will publish; he controls and supervises the
reproduction of these works; and he starts the copies off through some system of
distribution” (24). In the process of assessing the needs of the consumers, the publisher
may pressure the translator to over-domesticate the text with the intention of making the
text more accessible to the consumers. Woods briefly describes the Muirs’ experience
with this pressure in Kafka Translated: “The Muirs realized that any authors, especially
unknown ones like Kafka, might have to be domesticated to find an English publisher
and audience” (56). Thus, in order to get a translator’s work published and read,
publishers might pressure a translator to domesticate a text more than he or she would
have originally intended. In the process, the work would appeal to a wider audience and
have the potential to make the publisher more money. In the case of selecting one of the
more domesticated versions of a text, the teacher should also present a passage from a
less domesticated version, and if the teacher selects a less domesticated version, they
should present a passage of a more domesticated version. In the process, the teacher and
students can have an important discussion surrounding the publisher’s intended audience
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for each text. Doing so, not only addresses a real issue of reading a text in translation,
but also provides an opportunity for higher-level thinking and discussion that better
prepares students to be future scholars.
I. The Role of Cover Art, Forewords, and Afterwords in the Translation
Process
The publisher’s intended audience also leads the publisher to select certain cover
art to appeal to certain readers. In the process, the publisher may select cover art that
appeals to a wider range of readers and has potential to sell more copies than cover art
that is true to the author’s or translator’s intent. In the process, cover art may be selected
that lends the readers to a certain analysis or goes against the translator’s translation
choices. Through this same supervision of reproduction, certain forewords and
afterwords may be paired with the works based on name recognition by the intended
audience (in order to sell more copies) and not necessarily by the best pairing with the
work. This has the potential to create the miss pairing of forewords and afterwords with
the text. In other words, forewords and afterwords that don’t quite match up with the
translator’s translation choices. The publisher’s role in the construction of, distribution
of, and pairing of the translated text with other elements thus impacts the translation itself
because the cover art and foreword are often what readers see first. Thus, they are the
first things that sway a reader to analyze a text in a certain way.
As a result, the cover art and the publisher’s choice to pair certain forewords and
afterwords with the text should also be examined in the classroom. In the process,
students will see first-hand how involved the publisher is in everything from the
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translation process to its ability to impact the translator’s audience with its choices. In
addition, students will examine how the pairing of certain forwards and afterwards with a
translation have the potential to influence the reader to interpret the text a certain way.
The addition of teaching the role of the publisher in the translating process is not only an
important one, but one that gives the teacher a plethora of opportunities to involve the
students in higher order thinking. They are driven to not only analyze the text, but also
the outside forces that drive the production and distribution of it.
i. Cover Art, Forewords, and Afterwords in The Metamorphosis and
Their Potential Impact on Analysis
With an intended audience in mind, each publisher makes specific choices
regarding cover art to draw in a specific audience, which provides an excellent
opportunity for student analysis surrounding who the intended audience of each text
might be and what impact the cover art might have on interpretation of the text. Neavill
further discusses the publisher’s role in the distribution of a text and intended audience in
his article “The Role of the Publisher in the Dissemination of Knowledge”:
He must decide whether he wants the book to appeal to adults or to
juveniles; he can produce an edition for a popular audience or an edition
for scholars; he can embellish the work with an introduction, illustrations
or explanatory notes…The publisher’s decisions in these matters largely
determine how and by whom the work will be consumed. (29)
The choice of cover art and the inclusion of forewords and afterwords, then, have the
potential to influence the audience of the text as well as to sway analysis.
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Looking at the Muirs’ text, as published by Schocken Books, the cover consists of
a road paved with pavers, a single foot with the uppermost part of it in a blur, and the
entire picture in varying shades of blue or teal. In addition, on the back cover an excerpt
from the book relaying Kafka’s transformation is included. The combination of the
disappearing man on the front cover and the description of Gregor’s transformation on
the back, would lead a reader to analyze Gregor’s transformation as the most important
part of the story, which has the potential to distract readers from other important elements
of the story. Though nothing on the cover suggests that the publisher had an intended
audience in mind, the inclusion of the original German side by side with the English
translation almost asks for the reader to compare and analyze the two. There are no
additional comments next to the English or the German on any of the pages that would
suggest this. Instead, there is just the raw, original and the new, translated, which invites
the reader to analyze. The publisher also chose to forgo the inclusion of a foreword and
an afterword, which does not mean that the text was not intended for a scholarly
audience. Rather, it suggests that this edition of the book is intended for a scholarly
audience, but for one that is proficient in both English and German and has specific
interests regarding the Muirs’ translation choices. In these ways, Schocken Books not
only swayed who would analyze the book (a scholarly audience proficient in German as a
regular reader may be intimidated by the languages side by side), but also how the text
would be analyzed (with a focus on Gregor’s bodily transformation).
Corngold’s translation of The Metamorphosis is published by W.W. Norton &
Company as a critical edition, and in addition to the actual story, per usual in a critical
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edition, includes scholarly essays and criticism in the edition. This inclusion suggests the
target audience of this edition to be a student academic audience, as most casual readers
would not be interested in the accompanying criticism. At the same time, the
accompanying criticism suggests that this edition will be taught in a classroom, whether it
be high school or college, as the criticism is included to gain more knowledge of the
different perceptions and opinions of the book as well as to help the student scholar form
his or her own perceptions and opinions. In addition, instead of a mere synopsis of the
story, on the back of the cover, the publisher tries to draw on the prestige of Elias Canetti,
a Nobel Prize-winning author (as they tell us on the cover), as he describes The
Metamorphosis. Though these specific choices do not impact the content of the story,
they do impact how the story is perceived and consumed (Neavill 29). The labeling of
the edition as a critical edition paired with distinguished names on the cover (Canetti and
Corngold himself), immediately narrows the audience to an academic one (specifically,
the student scholar).
The choice of cover art on Corngold’s translation has a drastically different focus
than the cover art of the Muir and Bernofsky translations. On Corngold’s cover, the
publisher decided to include a foggy silhouette of Prague and the Charles Bridge, which
immediately suggests ties between Kafka’s life and the content of the story (as Kafka
himself is from Prague). This cover art, paired with the critical edition is more likely to
influence the analysis of readers as many students are instructed to first look at the cover
and analyze information the author might be telling the reader about the story. However,
the publisher is the one really telling the reader about the story, as the publisher is the one
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who makes cover art decisions: “The publisher has the responsibility of designing the
layout, title page, dust jacket, and binding” (Neavill 29). Thus, the publisher is subtly
hinting that there are parallels between Gregor and Kafka. The focus, then, becomes
trying to draw these parallels as opposed to analyzing the text as a separate entity from
Kafka’s life and the real world. As a result, the publisher intentionally or unintentionally
sways the budding scholar to analyze the story in that way.
Bernofsky’s translation, though also published by W. W. Norton and Company,
again, takes a drastically different approach to the cover art and includes a foreword by
David Cronenberg and an afterword by Bernofsky herself. The lack of the label “critical
edition” immediately widens the prospective audience of the text. In fact, the cover art
itself suggests a call for a wider range of readers than the other two translations because,
the title The Metamorphosis is made to look like an insect (specifically, a beetle). Thus,
the publisher is drawing on the common perception of The Metamorphosis being the
story of a man who transforms into a beetle. This choice is especially interesting
considering the fact that Bernofsky does not describe Gregor’s transformation as a
transformation into a beetle. Rather, she describes his transformation as a transformation
into “some sort of monstrous insect” (Kafka 21). The publisher, then, deliberately goes
against Bernofsky’s translation choice of the more ambiguous “some sort” of insect, with
an illustration that unmistakably resembles a beetle on both the front cover and the spine,
in order to attract a larger audience and draw on the familiarity of Kafka’s “beetle story”.
Analyzing the publisher’s intended audience of a text by looking at the cover art
provides an opportunity for in depth analysis. As a teacher, it is easy to fall into a simple
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analysis of the cover where the teacher asks lower level questions such as asking what the
cover might tell them about the book or by asking what predictions the students can make
off of the cover. These questions, though acknowledging the cover has some significance
to the text, gloss over it and don’t recognize its importance as the first thing a reader
looks at to make a judgment about a book, which thereby impacts who reads it and their
first interpretations of it. Because of this, cover art in itself is an important aspect of
translation. Some teachers, in a crunch to fit in the most material as possible, skip over
an analysis of the cover altogether, which is a great disservice to the students (and to
themselves for that matter) because an analysis of it fosters critical thinking and
encourages students to look at every aspect of a text in their analyses. If teachers do not
teach thoroughness of analysis, scholarship will begin to suffer as things will be glossed
over at an increasing rate.
Also included in Bernofsky’s translation is an introduction by David Cronenberg
in which Cronenberg describes Gregor’s transformation and compares and contrasts the
story to his film The Fly. Cronenberg’s introduction, however, proves to mismatch
Bernofsky’s translation even more than the cover art. Not only does he describe Gregor’s
transformation into a beetle, but he gets specific and even talks about what type of beetle
he thinks Gregor transformed into: “He wakes up to find that he’s become a near-human–
sized beetle (probably of the scarab family, if his household’s charwoman is to be
believed), and is not a particularly robust specimen at that” (9). Cronenberg takes the
specificity of the illustration a step further with his incredibly specific classification of
the beetle and by getting specific in terms of the size of the beetle (near human sized),
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which totally goes against Bernofsky’s intended ambiguity. It is almost as though
Cronenberg neglected to read Bernofsky’s new translation of the story (or the Muir or
Corngold translations for that matter). Not only that, but the publisher’s choice to include
an introduction by a director of a film, says something important about the targeted
audience. Instead of including scholarly material or even an introduction by another
author, the publisher is playing on the popularity of a science fiction film. Though the
film was released far before this translation (1986), the publisher clearly thought it would
market Kafka’s piece to the same crowd as Cronenberg speaks of key plot points of the
movie and uses them to discuss The Metamorphosis. This facet of Bernofsky’s
translation in itself could provide an entire class period of discussion and analysis as the
thought that Bernofsky puts into her translation of the transformation is likely to be lost
on readers. Readers would likely already see Gregor’s transformation as a transformation
into a beetle from the publisher’s choice of cover art and the introduction by Cronenberg.
They are less likely, therefore, to have an open mind to Bernofsky’s translation and
translation choices. As a result, they see the story as they have heard of it before, a man’s
transformation into a beetle. Any scholarship or analysis from this audience is less likely
to draw on Bernosky’s translation choices and is more likely to draw on the familiar and
famous plot points of The Metamorphosis. The inclusion of Bernofsky discussing the
novel and her translation choices at the end also relates to the publisher’s choice of a
wider target audience. The readers would have already been drawn in by the familiarity
of the beetle on the cover and the introduction by Cronenberg and thus her breakdown of
the story would be less likely to daunt or discourage readers from reading a story they
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have heard about because the comfort of the “known” (the beetle) is not really taken
away until Bernofsky describes why she didn’t translate the transformation as a
transformation into a beetle in the afterword. From a translation perspective, it would
have made much more sense to include Bernofsky’s afterword as a
foreword/introduction. The publisher’s deliberate choice to include Bernofsky’s own
words about her translation last speaks volumes and, again, would provide students with
ample material to debate and discuss.
Conclusion
Sifting through translations looking at the ambiguity of language, the level of
domestication, translators’ translation choices, and publishers’ intentions provide teachers
with an arduous, yet deeply important task when selecting a text in translation. While
teachers may shy away from teaching a text in translation for the many different reasons
mentioned above, selecting one, when enough time and focus is put on these many
different facets, has the potential to provide a deeply fruitful learning experience for
students. Only teaching the translated version of the story causes students to miss out on
opportunities for more debates and analysis and doesn’t teach them how to analyze these
texts properly. In order to make students successful scholars, they should learn how to
look at the different factors that have the potential to influence a text and in this case, be
aware of the true role of the translator. In other words, the translated text is not pure.
Instead, it is, no matter the translator, forever changed through the process of translation,
which is, as proven above, not a fault with translators but a necessity in the translation
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process. The translator will always need to make specific translation choices, and the
reader should know how to effectively dissect and analyze them.
The Metamorphosis is only one example of a translated text that is often taught,
but often glossed over in the sense that many times teachers ignore the fact that the text is
a text in translation. It’s often taught as though Kafka is speaking to the reader when, in
actuality, Kafka is speaking to the reader through the translator. There is a third party,
the translator, that needs to be acknowledged and included in any analysis of the text
because the translator decides how to present the author’s words to the reader. Teachers
may still be afraid, however, that teaching all of the elements discussed above will take
up too much time, but isn’t it better to teach students how to fully analyze a text? If
teachers gloss over certain aspects, aren’t they teaching students to do the same as future
scholars? Furthermore, taking time to fully analyze a text allows time for thought
rumination and cultivation that would likely be cut off if a teacher is not giving ample
time for the novel’s instruction. A teacher should, therefore, not shy away from the
intimidating process of teaching a text in translation, but embrace it as an opportunity to
grow as a teacher and for the students to grow as future scholars.
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